History, Historians and the Immigration Debate
“People have been on the move, voluntarily and involuntarily, permanently and
temporarily, successfully and less successfully, continuously in the modern era.
Their stories and experiences make up modern migration as we know it. But this
phenomenon is hard to understand without using a robust historic lens—which
is what the authors in this excellent volume have done. The result is an impressive array of studies that serve to focus that lens on many key ideas and debates in
migration studies. It is an authoritative and timely volume that expands inter-disciplinary knowledge about migration in a way that benefits all researchers and
interested readers.”
—Shamit Saggar, Professor of Political Science and Public Policy, University of
Essex, UK, and former Senior Advisor, UK Prime Minister’s Strategy Unit
“This wide-ranging volume shows how vital it is to contextualise contemporary
debates about migration through an historical lens. The research shared within
these diverse chapters informs our work presenting migration heritage to the
public.”
—Sophie Henderson, Director of the Migration Museum Project, UK
“This important collection asks academics to urgently address the major questions of our time, using history as a ‘martial art’ in which to fight the social and
political battles inherent in immigration debates.”
—Jayne Persian, Lecturer in History, University of Southern Queensland,
Australia, and Author of Beautiful Balts: From Displaced Persons to New
Australians (2017)
“This timely and provocative collection of essays illustrates how historians are
uniquely placed to contribute in a meaningful and informed way to the polarizing debate over immigration and migration. Migrant peoples, as this book
demonstrates, are far from anomalous or marginal; rather, they have long
enriched and formed an essential part of the creative dynamic in their adopted
communities.”
—David Wright, Professor of History, McGill University, Montreal,
Canada, and co-editor of Doctors Beyond Borders: The Transnational
Migration of Physicians in the Twentieth Century (2016)
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